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1.0 Objectives of the Inspection

A well implemented design change program is essential in order to assure
that changes to the plant do not degrade safety systems, structures, and
components. The objective of this inspection was to ascertain that
design changes and modifications conformed with the requirements of the
technical specifications,10 CFR 50, the safety analysis r(Lort, the
licensee's Quality Assurance Program, and applicable procecares contained
in the relatively new modification and design control manuals. This
objective was accomplished by performing a review of selectej plant modi-
fication packages (Section 2.0). The preparation, installation, and
closeout of these packages were reviewed and the-following were verified:

Design changes and modifications were controlled by approved*

procedur

Modification packages were reviewed and approved by onsite and*

offsite review organizations.

Installation procedures were adequately reviewed,*

Post modification test procedures and results were adequately*

reviewed.

Formal records of temporary modifications are being maintained.*

1.1 References

10 CFR 50 ( Appendix B and 50.59)*

Regulatory Guide 1.33 November 1972*

ANSI N45.2,11 - 1974*

New York Power Authority Modification Control Manual (MCM)+

New York Power Authority Design Control Manual (DCM)+

I 2.0 Design Changes and Modifications (37700]

| The licensee's engineering organization consists of the onsite technical
! services and of f site corporate _ engineering departments which provide the
| support for plant modifications. These departments coordinate the
|. implementation of selected projects'with lead responsibility being

mutually agreed upon early in the modification process.

2.1
MOD F1-89-158 (WSystem [LXITHverters)

Power 27 Monitorina Analysis Panel from Low Pressure
Coolant Injecti

This mod 4fication (MOD) is part of the licensee's site plan for station
blackout and is currently a conceptual design package (CDP) in that

, it is not yet approved, pending approval of the blackout plan by the
|
|
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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The original proposal for this
modification was to provide for a manual transfer to a battery-supplied
inverter. The CDP was written to remove the existing power feed and
replace them with feeds from the train "A" and "B" LPCI inverters.
This would ensure a power supply in a blackout scenario without
operator action being required. Peer review identified the need to
perform battery loading calculations to ensure that the battery can
supply the additional loads for the required 4 hours, and not adversely
affect the safety function of the batteries. The CDP specifies
conditions for the reactor building and crescent areas which are
comparable to current environmental qualification design information
that is based on 1988 updated design calculations. No unacceptable
conditions were noted.

2.2 MOD F1-89-159_IPower RCIC Fans from LPCI Inverter)

This modification is also a part of the station blackout plan and is
similarly ir. active pending approval by NRR. The Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system us; a turbine driven pump with DC
controls to maintain reactor vessel inventory and core cooling in
the event the reactor is isolated-from the normal heat sink (main
condenser). Since it requires only reactor steam and DC power its
use during blackout conditions is possible. The ventilation system
for the RCIC pump enclosure, however, would lose power during
blackout conditions, causing system isolation on high ambient
temperature. Changing ventilation fans to a battery supplied
inverter will_ assure system availability for the required coping
duration. The inspector noted that peer review of this modification
identified the need for review of battery capacity (similar to
F1-89-158) and the need co upgrade the-RCIC enclosure fans to QA
Category 1, seismic class 1 equipment prior to connection to the
LPCI inverters. This modification also specifies environmental
conditio's which are comparable to current environmental
qualification design information that'is based on 1988 updated
design calculations. No unacceptable conditions-were noted.

2.3 MI-90-002 (Offgas Timer Setpoint Change)

This modification changes off gas dryer regeneration time from 3 hours
to 16 hours, as recommended by the manufacturer, to eliminate charcoal
bed high moisture trips. This change will require the replacement of
_ gears in the mechanical timer to increase cycle times for heaters and
valves. Currently plant operators cycle the system between towers
every 12 hours, by overriding _ the automatic operation of' the timer
using off gas system operating procedure No. F-0P-24A, Rev. 21.

,
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Test requirements presently _ require monitoring the drying tower
controls for 48 hours at 1 bour intervals to verify operation as
described in the modification. The inspector noted that the
modification package did not address the changes to the operating
procedure F-OP-24A as required by MCM minor modification procedure,
section 6.2.10. It should be noted that the operation of the system
using the existing procedure would damage the charcoal . bed. The
licensee agreed to revise F-0P-24A prior to the completion of this
modification. With the above exception, the inspector found this
modification _ package to be acceptable.

2.4 F1-87-132 LReplacement of Feedwater Non-Return Valves.
34 NRV-111A and 111B

_

As part of the containment isolation valve replacement program, the
licensee replaced valves 34 NRV-111A and 111B during the 1990 refueling
outage. The inspector reviewed various engineering change notices
(ECNs) that were issued during the implementation of this modification,
ECNs 007 and 014 described design changes to accommodate minor

-

dimensional differences for certain conduit supports as compared to
standard support drawings (i.e. , RFSK series drawings), The inspector
verified that Calculation No, JAF-CALC-FWS-00138 appropriately checked
these changes. The licensee concluded that the final conduit support
designs wrre adequate.

Also, the inspector noted that ECN 016 specified the use of ASTM A182
Type 304 material -(non-QA Category I) for the disc v.asher for 34
NRV-111A which is dif ferent f rom the ASTM A479 Type 304. material per
the vendor's valve drawing, The licensee obtained the valve-vendor's
concurrence for this change and determined from the-test results of a
spectrum analysis.that the specified material was in fact ASTM A182

-Type 304, The engineering resolution of ECN 016 noted that a
documented commercial grade dedication-action would be-required,
However, the inspector determined that this action had not been
completed, The licensee issued AQCR 91-007 on_ February.1, 1991 to-
identify this documentation problem and to obtain effective corrective
action. Although this error had minor safety significance, the
inspector noted that this item was an example of an engineering work
item not being properly tracked to completion. No other unacceptable
conditions were identified.

2.5 MOD F1-88-106 (Motor Operated Valve Torque Switch Bypass and
UTsse Switches Setpoint Revision)

This modification was being implemented for several-motor operated
valves (MOVs) at the time of this inspection. The modification
changes the opening torque bypass switch setpoints for all Limitorque

| MOVs to meet the recalculated actuator thrust values per NRC Bulletin
- 85-03. The modification also changes the MOVs closed position lights
|, such that_ closed indication is obtained at near to full closed

position.

| 8

|
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The modification requires the establishment of revised baseline stroke
times for valves idiich are tested per ASME Section XI, Pump and Valve
Inservice Testing (IST). Following each valve modification, the
Performance Engineering section of the Technical Services department
performs evaluations per Performance Engineering Procedure (PEP) 6.2,
Revision 1,-to determine the changes in IST parameters. The changes,
if any, are transmitted to the Operations department per Plant Standing
Order-(pS0) 31 for incorporatten into appropriate surveillance

_ procedures.

; The inspectors witnessed the performance of JT-3P, Core Spray Flow
| Rate and Valve Inservice Test (IST), Revision 5. Ine test procedure
D had a temporary change incorporated on January 24, 1991, to reflect

the new stroke times for valves 14MOV-12A and 128.' However, the
.

acceptance criteria for 14MOV-11A and 118 had not been revised to'

reflect recently establishcd baseline values for stroke times.
Although the inspector verified that the stroke time results were'

still within the acceptance range, the licensee initiated an Adverse
Quality Condition Report ( AQCR) No. 91-006 dated January 30, 1991, to

'

address the inspector's concern regarding the revision of procedures
to reflect new ttroke time baseline values. The AQCR contained
recommendations that a mechanism be provided to communicate to other
departments the urgency of the changes to test procedures. The
inspector had'no other concerns.

2.6 In add' tion, the inspectors reviewed the following modifications:

Modificat_ ion No, Modification Description

MI-88-204 ESW/RHRSW. Strainer Replacement
F1-88-039 EDG Room Fire Dampers
FI-75-253 RHR Keep Full System'

FI-89-049 Crescent Area-Cooler MODS
NI-90-063 125V-DC Dist Panel Fuse Coord (Preliminary)
FI-89-141 Plant Data Logger Replacement
F1-89-054 Upgrade Lake Road 13.2 KV Line

2.7 Conclusions-

With the exceptions noted above, the modification packages were welli
organized, complete-and in accordance with the applicable procedures.
Materials, process parts and equipment, suitable for application,
where applicable, were identified adequately. The required independent

: reviews were performed by other than the original preparer. 10CFR 50.59
applicability review and safety evaluations were performed as required.
The appl' cable modifications were reviewed and approved by PORC.1

: In summary the modification process is-being controlled adequately-
by existing administrative procedures with a few exceptions.
Specifically, NYPA has made reasonable progress in the use of its
relatively new MCM and DCM procedures.

1
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3.0 E_ngineering Organization and Staf fing

The-inspector reviewed with various engineers and supervisors in the
Technical Services Department and Field Engineering group several
engineering evaluations included in Technical Services Department memoranda.
Also, plant walkdowns with engineering personnel were conducted concerning
portions of the residual heat removal service water (RHRSW), the emergency
service water (ESW), and the emergency diesel generator ventilation systems.
Based on these discussions, reviews and plant walkdowns, the inspector
observed that the engineering persnnnel were knowledgeable concerning their
pertinent technical responsibilities.

For example, the inspector revicwed with the mechanical / civil engineering
supervisor the technical evaluation of a damaged pipe support as reported
in occurrence report 90-321. It was determined that tne immediate and
long term corrective actions were carefully developed to prevent
recurrence. Also,_the inspector discussed with the RHR system engineer
the operational _ problem which had been known since approximately 1985
concerning the throttling of system flow using gate valves. It was
determined that conceptual design packages had been completed recently by
him which would change the gate valves to globe / throttle valves to-

resolve this flow control problem.

The inspector discussed with licensee management the findings of the
recently completed nuclear generation department staffing study performed
by a contractor. The staffing study addressed the areas of document
control, engineering design, outage optimization, maintenance efficiency
and station. organization. From the results of this staffing study, the
licensee has formulated general recommendations to implement further
significant engineering organizational changes. These engineering
organizational changes are scheduled for completion over the next several

_ years. While it is premature to assess any results from the staffing
study', it appears that some of its findings coincide with the inspector's-
concerns regard hg t M meragement of engineering work backlog as discussed
in Section 5.0.

4.0 Drawing Update Program

- A program was initiated due to dif ficulties assuring proper drawing updates.
It consisted of procedures delineating the mechanism for update and verifi-
cation of drawings (i.e., DCM22) and for conversion to computer aided
drawing (CAD) format (i .e. , DCM24). Duri g the inspector's review of
drawings associated with several recent modifications, it was determined
that the current program prioritizes drawing updates and CAD conversions
based upon the number of changes, drawing type, and drawing use. The
highest priority goes to those drawings which are used by the control room
operators, referred to as red line drawings."d

i-
|

|
|
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There are several other efforts underway to resolve weaknesses, such as
the recently completed walk-down and update of electrical one-line diagrams,
the ongoing walk-down and update of the instrument loop drawings to capture
modifications performed in the past, and the walkdown of the "FE" drawing
series routinely used by plant operators, The licensee has identified and
is taking actions to correct the drawin: update weakness.

5.0 Engineering Work Backlog

The inspector discussed with the Technical Services Superintendent the
management of engineering work requests (EWRs), it was noted that the
backlog of EWRs had steadily increased from approximately 100 open EWRs
in January 1990 to 440 open EWRs in December 1990. The Technical Services
Superintendent reviews each incoming EWR before assigning it for detailed
resolution within the engineering organization. First line supervisors
manage this work establishing appropriate priorities for resolution of
EWRs consistent with other engineering work assignments. It was not
apparent to the irspector how tnis work was being pianred, scheduled and
executed on a systematic basis in the short and long term althin the
engineering organization. The inspector randomly sampled 9 open EWRs
pertinent to equipment in the RHR, HPCI and ESW systems. The inspector
reviewed these EWRs to determine their safety significance. Concerns
developed regarding two EWRs as follows:

EWR 81251-HPCI Turbine Steam Ston Valve 23HOV-1

This EWR was initiated as a Priority 1 item on August 13, 1990 to
evaluate the increase in stroke time for 23H0V-1. Data gathered during a
performance test on August 11, 1990 indicated a 46*e increase in stroke
time from the previous test. Subsequently, it was determined that EWR
81251 should have been closed since the problem was attributed to an
incorrect transposition of valve stroke time data from a previous test.
This determination had been reachea on August 30, 1990, While the issue
was confined to a documentation problem and did not directly impact
safety, the fact that EWR 81251 remained open indicated a weakness in the
management controls for tracking to closure all open EWRs.

EWR 64181 - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCICl_ Check Valve 13A0V-22

This Priority 2 EWR had been initiated on April 14, 1989 requesting
engineering to perform a fatigue analysis as required per a safety
evaluation (JAF-SE-88-019) completed on January 21, 1988 concerning
repair of 13 A0V-22. Prior to this safety evaluation and during normal
operation, this valve was laak repaired by drilling holes through the
pressure seal area and injecting sealant. The pressure seal area was

subsequently restored by drilling tapered holes, slightly larger than the
leak repair holes, and installing tapered pins to support a 1/2" deep
carbon steel, structural weld on the o"tside surface and a austenitic

stainless steel weld clad on the inside surface. The weld clad on the
inside surface was finished smooth by honing.
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Safety evaluation JAF-SE-SS-019 was performed to address the restoration
of the pressure seal area. Provision C.l.f of this safety evaluation

stated that "A new valve will be installed during the 1990 refueling
outage or a fatigue analysis will be performed to evaluate the ef fect of

-

the additional stress concentration on the operating life of the valve "
The inspector determined that neither of these action items had been
accomplished. This is a violation of Section 6.S.a of the licensee's
technical specifications which requires control of maintenance,
modification and repair items in accordance with written procedures.
(Violation 91-04-01).

Subsequent to the inspector's identification of this concern, on
February 1,1991 the licensee completec a f atigue analysis which concluded
that the valve, as repaired, would perform satisfactorily for at least
10,000 cycles. Also, the licensee documented their conclusions in
Revision 1 of safety evaluation JAF-SE-ES-019. In order to ensure
appropriate corrective actions, prevent recurrence of similar problems,
and provide review by the plant operations review committee, the licensee
issued Occurrence Report 91-033 on February 1, 1991.

Conclusions

While the engineering organization has established a systematic way via
EWRs to identify plant concerns requiring engineering resolutions,
management control of EWRs needs further attention.

6.0 Licensee's Action on Prev _iously_I_qentifind Inspection Findings

6.1 ,(Closed) Unresolved 1te d 9-20-02

This urresolved item was to address a weakness in the previous
administrative procedure EDP-10. Engineering Change Notices. EDP-10
did not contain specific time requirements to process engineering
change nccices (ECNs) prior to declaring the system operable. The
licensee action was to correct this weakness when issuing Procedure
No. MCM-9, Engineering Change Notices, which was being prepared to
replace EDP-10.

/ The inspector reviewed MCM-9 and determined that it contained adequate
controls for ensuring that engineering items were complete prior to
declaring the system operable. Specifically, MCM-9 required that
engineering review and approval sign-off must be completed prior to
declaring a system operable. This would include independent verifi-
cation (if required) of calculations pertinent to the ECN. Also, the,

inspector reviewed several ECNs associated with modification F1-87-132
and they were adeauately controlled per MCM-9. Based on the above
review, this item is closed.

1
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7.0 Exit Meetings

At the close of.the inspection on February 1, 1991, exit meetings were
conducted with the licensee's representatives (listed in Attachment A),
at the site and separately at the White Plains corporate office, to
discuss the results and conclusions of this inspection. During these
discussions, the licensee did not identify that this inspection involved
any proprietary material .

-
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ATTACHMENT A

PERSONNEL CONTACTED

New York Power Authority (NYPA)

"K. Mavrikis, Director, Nuclear Design Engineering
*L. Guaquil, Director, Project Engineering - BWR
*D. Becht, Document Control Manager
*S. Munoz, Director, Project Engineering - PWR
*S. Mukherj;e , Supervisor, Electrical Engineering and I&C
*G. Grochowski, Director, Reactor Engineering
*J. Gray, Jr., Director, Nuclear Engineering - BWR
*J. Erons, Executive Vice President, Nuclear Generation
"S. Zulla, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering
*R. Beedle, Vice President, Nuclear Support
!V. Wall, Technical Services Superintendent
!D. Wallace, Performance Engineering Supervisor
!1. Herrmann, Systems Engineering Supervisor
!T. Moskalyk, Mechanical / Civil Engineering Supervisor
!D. Ruddy, Elect /I&C Engineering Supervisor
!D. Holliday, Design Configuration Engineering Supervisor
!J. Erkan, Supervisor Project Engineer
!G. Tasick, Quality Assurance Superintendent
!T. Loners, Material Control Superintendent
!R. Liseno, Superintendent of Power
!D. McCord, Procurement Engineering
!B. Maki, Ocerations Supervisor
!D. Lindsey, Planning Superintendent
M. Hansen, Senior Plant Engineer
J. Moore, Systems Engineer

,

G. Caccavale, Electrical Engineer
J. Gramegna, Supervisor, Design and 0 rafting
W. Fernandez, Resident Manager

n

U.S.NuclearReguitoryCommission(USNRC)

R. Plasse, Resident Inspector
-!W. Schmidt, Senior Resident Inspector

P. Eapen, Chief, Special Test Programs Section

* Debotes those present at the exit meeting conducted at NYPA White Plains
ra' a Office, February 1, 1991.

ebose present at the exit meeting conducted onsite, February 1, 1991.
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